Violence is not good, it spreads all around the neighborhood. Violence is bad, all that nasty language they get from raps, violent video games, makes you go insane in the membrane some can affect your life. Maybe once or maybe twice I don't even have to roll the dice just to play my cards right, violence affected my life. When people walk it up to me then they pull out their knives you know what I'm checking. I'm telling the president to get rid of all the weapons, violence can affect you if you stay away from all the drama. Did, when it happen while you were at school or you were napping did violence kill your dog maybe when that were done then post it on the blog. Violence is the reason I'm writing this because they get violence from tv, look in the dictionary search up violence if you find the definition it will be surprising, some one gets mad they have a lot of anger when they walk down the streets they say snap up to a complete stranger it is almost the end of this poem walk away from violence or it will put you in silence for day for months or for ever if you shouldn't be near it weather or never so long I hope this poem gave you advice so next time I will be precise about my evidence.
Dear [Name]

I hope this letter finds you well. I wanted to take a moment to update you on the progress of our project. As you may recall, we were working on [specific project details].

[Detailed progress report]

I think we should also consider [alternative or additional ideas]. What do you think? Let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Best regards,

[Your Name]